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15 February 2020 

 

His Excellency Mr. Imran Khan 

Prime Minister of Pakistan 

Prime Minister's Office, Islamabad, Islamabad Capital Territory 

 

 

Dear Prime Minister Khan, 

 

The Asia Internet Coalition (“AIC”) is an industry association that promotes the understanding and 

resolution of internet policy issues in the Asia Pacific region. We seek to participate and promote 

stakeholder dialogue between the public and private sectors, sharing best practices and ideas on 

communications technology and the digital economy. In keeping with our objective of supporting 

public policy and regulatory frameworks that facilitate the development of the national digital 

industry, we would like to share our initial views on Pakistan’s Citizens Protection Rules (Against 
Online Harm) (“Rules”). 

 

First and foremost, we wish to express our sincere concern that unless revoked, these rules will 

severely cripple the growth of Pakistan's digital economy. AIC Members recognize Pakistan’s strong 

potential, but the sudden announcement of these rules belies the Government of Pakistan’s claims that 

it is open for business and investment. In fact, the rules as currently written would make it extremely 

difficult for AIC Members to make their services available to Pakistani users and businesses. As no 

other country has announced such a sweeping set of rules, Pakistan risks becoming a global outlier, 

needlessly isolating and depriving Pakistani users and businesses from the growth potential of the 

internet economy.  

 

AIC notes that the Government of Pakistan released the Rules without any form of consultation or 

input from stakeholders outside the government. The way in which these Rules were passed is causing 

international companies to re-evaluate their view of the regulatory environment in Pakistan, and their 

willingness to operate in the country.  

 

The Rules are vague and arbitrary in nature, which is a result of the absence of public consultation. 

The lack of such discussion is problematic given that the Rules demand that social media companies 

deviate from established human rights practices concerning user privacy and freedom of expression. 

Therefore, we strongly urge the Government of Pakistan to initiate a proper public consultation to 

ensure wider participation to develop a new set of rules. AIC Members wish to better understand the 

motivations and concerns underlying this proposal, so that we can work collaboratively with the 

Government of Pakistan on solutions.  

 

We recognize that governments around the world are considering how best to deal with illegal and 

problematic online content. There’s shared agreement among governments about letting people 

create, communicate, and find information online, while preventing people from misusing content-
sharing platforms like social media, messaging, voice or video calling applications. Therefore, AIC 

members have been working in consultation with governments on this challenge for years, using both 

computer science tools and human reviewers to identify and stop a range of online abuse. 

 

Looking around the world, there is much interest in ensuring a safe online environment. It is 

important to note in this regard that many of the ambitious conversations in this area are the subject of 

in-depth, evidence-based, and lengthy policy research and exchanges, where a panoply of policy 

solutions are being explored rather than a single, blunt legislative route. 

 

 
 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__ps-2Dengage.us15.list-2Dmanage.com_track_click-3Fu-3D3db897db1506081dc74dd704d-26id-3D85f27d86ac-26e-3Defe78b020b&d=DwMFaQ&c=5VD0RTtNlTh3ycd41b3MUw&r=lp51k0fJbpU9zj_VF12rSQ&m=R46gYe6ajAyLmv52onet-tRrEKWHauk5YlE-FelrVQY&s=wt9UFLKJ8Nhq8ThLSmidqOr4KbnDgEaZYR_0NEcoIxc&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__ps-2Dengage.us15.list-2Dmanage.com_track_click-3Fu-3D3db897db1506081dc74dd704d-26id-3D85f27d86ac-26e-3Defe78b020b&d=DwMFaQ&c=5VD0RTtNlTh3ycd41b3MUw&r=lp51k0fJbpU9zj_VF12rSQ&m=R46gYe6ajAyLmv52onet-tRrEKWHauk5YlE-FelrVQY&s=wt9UFLKJ8Nhq8ThLSmidqOr4KbnDgEaZYR_0NEcoIxc&e=
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In the UK, for example, the Online Harms White Paper was released over a year ago, following 

months of early exploration by civil servants and the stakeholder community. The UK government 

released on 12 February 2020 its response to the consultation on the White Paper, which clarified a 

number of points, starting with an emphasis on the respect of fundamental human rights such as 

freedom of expression, the importance of transparency, and clarity and certainty for business. Rather 

than rushing to legislate at this stage, the UK Government is recommending a series of further studies, 

to ascertain the methods to tackle online harms most effectively in practice. It is also important to note 

that the UK's efforts on Online Harms are focussed on specific areas of child abuse and hate speech, 

rather than a very wide interpretation of online harms, which would have risked confusion and 

ineffectiveness through lack of prioritisation. 

 

We also understand that some within the Government of Pakistan have drawn parallels between the 

Rules and Vietnam’s Law on Cybersecurity. It’s important to note, however, that while Vietnam’s 

Parliament approved the Law on Cybersecurity in June 2018, it has not yet been implemented. What’s 

more, a broad range of governments, industry and civil society groups have expressed grave concerns 
with the law and Vietnam’s proposed implementing regulations (which, again, have not been finalized 

or approved).  

 

We are not against regulation of social media, and we acknowledge that Pakistan already has an 

extensive legislative framework governing online content. However, these Rules fail to address 

crucial issues such as internationally recognized rights to individual expression and privacy. They also 

contravene the legislative enactments under which the Government of Pakistan has framed them. 

Neither the Pakistan Telecommunication (Re-Organization) Act, nor the Prevention of Electronic 

Crimes Act, 2016 (PECA) envision the broad powers granted through these Rules. On the contrary, 

PECA grants safe harbour protection to intermediaries or social media platforms. 

 

We urge the Government of Pakistan to consider the potential consequences of the Rules in order to 

prevent unexpected negative impacts on Pakistan’s economy. We hope to have the opportunity to 

share more detailed feedback with the Government of Pakistan in the near future. 

 

Our Secretariat, Mr. Sarthak Luthra, would be happy to answer any questions your office may have. 

He can be reached at mobile +65 8739 1490 or via email at Secretariat@aicasia.org.  

 

Sincerely, 

 
Jeff Paine 

Managing Director 

Asia Internet Coalition (AIC)   

 

CC: 

Barrister Dr. Muhammad Farogh Naseem, Federal Minister for Law and Justice 

Mr. Khalid Maqbool Siddiqui, Minister of Information Technology & Telecommunication 

Major General (Ret.) Amir Azeem Bajwa, Chairman, Pakistan Telecommunication Authority (PTA) 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/online-harms-white-paper/public-feedback/online-harms-white-paper-initial-consultation-response
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